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The house that built me.

In my work I explore memory and emotion, those of my past, brought into my present and can influence 

my future. My history, my experience, my memories. 

Robertson Davies, “Let your root feed your crown.” He says, “It means to paint your life. Let it run 

up through you like a tree that’s flowering and blossoming. It all comes from being true to your 

temperament and existence and where you’re from. If you do that, your work will be true to all your 

DNA and your experiences, it will be real and true and original” (Bo Bartlett)

I want my paintings to connect with the viewers own experience, create a psychological pause that 

ignites a memory, experience, or emotion. My paintings evolve into scenes that depict a snapshot of 

time in childhood, a space that was lived in and ultimately the space lived within oneself. I want the 

viewer to tell their story through my paintings.  To connect with their own lived experience. The figure 

within my paintings represents me as a child but also a universal self. 

Whether it is remembering your younger self through the imagery of old skates or sitting at a table 

dressed in your uniform. I can still feel the stiff collar of putting on a brand-new school shirt, the 

newness, the anxiety, the fear and yet the excitement of growing up. 

A few years back journalist Tom Mooney commented on my work and how he connected it with a 

Miranda Lambert song, ’The house that built me’ 

I believe our house/ home is hugely instrumental in building us. Whether it is through experiences 

that challenge us, develop our resilience, make us stronger, nurtures our spirit, feeds our creativity. It 

equips us with memories, experiences that I believe we can use to strengthen that tree, develop those 

blossoms through embracing our heritage that Davies speaks of. 



Imaginary Friends  |  oil on canvas  |  120 x 100cm





The Oddballs, My Besties  |  acrylic on paper  |  180 x 120cm





I am going to win |  oil on canvas  |  40 x 40cm





Games and New Sandals |  oil on canvas  |  183 x 122cm





Summers at Bray with Tea and Sambos |  oil on canvas  |  40 x 40cm





The Game of Trust |  oil/acrylic on canvas  |  200 x 200cm





Conker  |  oil on wood  |  9 x 20cm





Big Kid Skates  |  oil on wood  |  9 x 20cm





Conker  |  oil on wood  |  9 x 20cm





Self sufficient and Breakfast |  oil on linen  |  200 x 120cm





Counting to 10, maybe even 20  |  acrylic on linen  |  200 x 183cm





The Bee Collector  |  oil on canvas  |  40 x 40cm





First Day at School  |  oil on canvas  |  10 x 10cm





My escapism, my Inner World  |  oil on canvas  |  100 x 100cm





Eat your Peas  |  oil on canvas  |  40 x 40cm





Pick a Number, pick a colour  |  oil on canvas  |  20 x 20cm
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